In multiword expressions (MWEs), multiple words unite to build a new unit in language. When MWE identification is accepted as a binary classification task, one of the most important factors in performance is to train the classifier with enough number of labelled samples. Since manual labelling is a time-consuming task, the performances of MWE recognition studies are limited with the size of the training sets. In this study, we propose the comparison-based and common-decision co-training approaches in order to enlarge the MWE dataset. In the experiments, the performances of the proposed approaches were compared to those of the standard co-training [1] and manual labelling where statistical and linguistic features are employed as two different views of the MWE dataset [2] . A number of tests with different settings were performed on a Turkish MWE dataset. Ten different classifiers were utilized in the experiments and the best performing classifier pair was observed to be the SMO-SMO pair. The experimental results showed that the common-decision co-training approach is an alternative to hand-labeling of large MWE datasets and both newly proposed approaches outperform the standard co-training [2] when the training set is to be enlarged in MWE classification.
Introduction
The notion of learning machine is defined in [1] as follows:
"The machine that experienced the tasks of type T with evaluation metric P is stated to be learned if its performance increases to perform same type of tasks with same evaluation metric".
As given in the definition, a learning machine and/or the task of learning require the experience. There are 2 main categories of learning machines where the required experience is gained in different ways. In first category of machines, supervised machines, a labelled training set is used to supervise the learning process. In the second category of learning machines, unsupervised machines, the machine is expected to learn from unlabeled samples and discover the features of the dataset on its own. Learning machines of the these two categories have many drawbacks in different types of problems. The main drawback of supervised learning is the need for a training set of labelled samples. In cases where the required amount of labelled samples cannot be provided, the learning system commonly fails. On the other hand, in unsupervised learning, the result strongly depends on prior assumptions and appropriate choice of, e.g., distance measure, distribution function, and expected number of classes/clusters [3] . The disadvantages of supervised and unsupervised learning lead researchers to semisupervised learning which is actually the half way between the supervised and unsupervised approaches. The main goal of semisupervised learning is stated to overcome limited amounts of labelled data [4] . Simply, in semisupervised learning, the machine is forced to employ unlabeled samples in training together * Correspondence: senem.kumova@ieu.edu.tr This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License.
with the labelled samples, commonly in order to avoid the overcosting task of constructing a large labelled dataset.
In this study, we introduce two new versions of a well-known semisupervised learning method, cotraining, in order to enlarge the datasets employed in an important problem of natural language processing field: multiword expression detection. Multiword expressions are combinations of words where the semantic and/or syntactical role of the composition may be different from the individual words. In natural language processing studies, a variety of different types of multiunits such as idioms (e.g., Turkish -"garibine gitmek", English -"cut corners"), multiword (technical) terms (e.g., Turkish -"yapay zeka", English -"expert systems"), complex function words (e.g., Turkish -"bununla birlikte", English -"as well"), open/hyphenated compounds (e.g., Turkish -"açık fikirli", English -"ice cream", "long-term"), named entities (e.g., Turkish -"Atatürk Caddesi", English -"Alan Turing") are accepted to be multiword expressions [5] . The task of MWE detection may be defined simply as the extraction of MWEs in a given text or may be accepted as a binary classification problem where a given word combination is classified as MWE or non-MWE 1 . In order to distinguish MWEs from random word combinations, a group of features/indicators (e.g., occurrence frequency) are employed [6] . In MWE identification studies where supervised methods are employed, both positive and negative MWE samples are required in training. Since manual labelling of great amounts of samples is a hard and time-consuming task,
we proposed the use of standard co-training in our previous work [2] . In co-training, two independent views of the same data are provided to a pair of classifiers in order to label unlabeled samples during training [1, 2] .
It is accepted that employing two different views empowers the classification by providing judgement based on different perspectives.
In this study, sets of statistical and linguistic features are considered as two independent groups of features/views in our task, similar to [2] . In order to improve the previous performance results, we propose two new versions of co-training: comparison-based and common-decision co-training. Comparison-based co-training is the version where the most reliable/confident decision on classification is considered, and common-decision co-training is the version where the common decision of two classifiers is taken into account. The experimental results revealed that semisupervised learning may enlarge MWE dataset strengthening the previous results in [2] and the proposed methods (especially the common-decision approach) improve the performance in the task of MWE detection. The article is structured as follows: In Section 2, a review on co-training is given. In Section 3, the proposed co-training approaches are presented together with standard co-training method. In Sections 4 and 5, the experimental setup and results are given respectively, and the paper is concluded in Section 6.
Review on co-training
Co-training, proposed by Blum and Mitchell [1] , is a generative semisupervised method. In co-training, a classifier f : x → y is to be built by L number of labelled and U number of unlabeled samples where each sample is represented by a feature vector x and a class label y. In co-training, in order to overcome the disadvantage of having a limited number of labelled samples, ( L) Blum and Mitchell [1] proposed to split the feature vector into two independent groups of features,
) , where each group of features represents a different view of the regarding dataset. Each group of features/split/view is used to train one of the classifiers. In other words, co-training algorithm concurrently trains two classifiers, f (1) :
different views/perspectives on the same set. After the first training phase, the first classifier labels/classifies U number of unlabeled samples considering the first group of features x (1) . p number of positive and n number of negative samples that are most confidently labelled by the first classifier are added to the labelled dataset. The same procedure is applied for the second classifier employing x (2) . In the next round/iteration of training, the classifiers are retrained by the enlarged dataset. The algorithm may iterate till a predefined number of times and till a predefined number of labelled samples are obtained or till there exists no samples in the unlabeled set. The assumptions that guarantee the success of co-training are listed as "Both groups of features (splits/views) must be available for classification" and "Given the label, the feature groups must be conditionally independent for each sample in the dataset" in [1] . For further details on the assumptions and different studies where co-training is employed readers may refer to [7] [8] [9] .
Method: co-training approaches
In this study, accepting linguistic and statistical features as two different views in identification of MWEs, two classifiers were trained by 3 different approaches. In this section, the regarding approaches and features will be presented briefly.
The approaches
Co-training-based approaches in this study are as follows:
In all the algorithms, the dataset L that includes a limited number of samples is enlarged iteratively by labelling the samples in the unlabeled set U employing two different views of the dataset. The final labelled dataset size is set to N = U + L for standard and comparison-based algorithms. The algorithms differentiate in selection of samples that will be added to the labelled set.
The first approach in our study is standard co-training (given in Figure 1 ) whose performance results were previously presented in [2] . To summarize, in standard co-training, in each iteration, p number of positive samples (labelled as MWE), and n number of negative samples (labelled as non-MWE) are added to the labelled set. The labelled dataset size is increased by 2p + 2n number of new samples in each iteration till there exists no samples in the unlabeled dataset. In our experiments, we set p = 1 and n = 1.
In the newly proposed comparison-based approach (given in Figure 2 ), in each iteration, each classifier assigns p number of samples as MWE and n number of samples as non-MWE providing the confidence value of each assignment. Following, MWE labelled samples (MWE candidates) are sorted based on the confidence value in descending order and p number of MWE candidates that hold the highest confidence values are chosen to be added to the labelled dataset. The same procedure is applied to select the n most confidently non-MWE labelled samples and this set is also used to enlarge the labelled set. In this approach, when p = n = 1 is set, it is guaranteed that for each class the most confident sample is inserted to the labelled set.
In the common-decision approach (given in Figure 3 ), both classifiers label p number of MWEs and n number of non-MWEs (in each iteration) similar to standard co-training. The difference in the algorithm is that for each sample to be inserted to the labelled dataset, the same label must be assigned by both classifiers. For example, a sample that is confidently labelled as MWE by the first classifier is added to the labelled set if it is also labelled as MWE by the second classifier, otherwise not. The same rule holds also for the non-MWE labelled samples. In this algorithm, it may not be possible to insert 2p + 2n samples to the labelled set in each iteration. In addition, the algorithm may be stuck in an infinite loop. In order to break such loops, the number of iterations is limited to some predefined number K or the algorithm iterates till there exists no samples in the unlabeled sample set. In our experiments, we set p = 1, n = 1. 
Features
Co-training experiments require two different views of the same dataset. In this study, statistical and linguistic features are accepted as views of the same data in order to obtain comparable results with those of our previous work [2] .
In MWE studies, statistical features provide MWE identification based on occurrence frequencies and are commonly categorized into two groups: associative measures (e.g., joint probability, point-wise mutual information) where the strength of ties between the composing words is expected to be higher for MWEs and term-hood measures (e.g., C and NC values [10] ) where weak ties between the given word combination and the surrounding words is accepted to indicate the MWEs. On the other hand, linguistic features enable the identification of MWEs by examination of the properties that are extracted from written texts such as part of speech tags and inflectional suffixes of words [11] . In order to be used in our experiments, statistical and linguistic features, given in Tables 1 and 2 respectively, were chosen by the feature selection process presented in [11] . Further information/detail on the regarding features and the whole process of feature selection are given in [2, 11, 12] .
Experimental setup

Dataset
In this study, we conducted tests on a Turkish MWE dataset of 8176 bigrams 2 (3946 MWEs and 4230 nonMWEs) where the samples were obtained from a merged corpus of 6 Turkish corpora (e.g., Bilkent [13] , Leipzig 
Feature Formula
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Word forward variety The ratio of occurrence frequency of MWE candidate where capital letters are used to the total frequency of the candidate.
Suffix sequence (SS)
The number of matches in the last n (3 to 10) characters of the candidate with the idiomatic suffix sequences in Turkish [2] . Named entity words (NEW)
The number of matches with the list of named entity word categories that are commonly used in Turkish named entities [2] . NEW may be in range [0,5] theoretically. [14] , METU [15] ), similar to our previous work [2] . The regarding dataset includes bigram samples belonging to one or more of the following groups: patterns (e.g., adverb+noun, noun +verb, adjective+noun),
Frequently occurring samples that mimic idioms or domain-specific terms/multiword (technical) terms by
holding the same first word with one of the idioms/terms in the dictionary of idioms/technical terms, where the term "frequently occurring" refers to the samples that are observed at least 3 times in the regarding corpus. Further details on the regarding MWE dataset can be found in [2, 12, 16] .
In our experiments, the MWE dataset was employed to obtain the subsets given in Table 3 . In Table  3 , where 12 different settings are presented, the training set size represents the set size to be reached after co-training and the regarding labelled set sizes for each test-training size are given in column L. 
Evaluation
The classification performance is assessed by F1 and error rate (ER) measures. F1 is:
where TP is the number of true positives (candidates that are both expected and predicted to belong to the same class), FN is the number of false negatives, FP is the number of false positives. Error rate is given as:
where N is the dataset size in classification. In our experiments, full-MWE comparison was performed where partial matches were ignored. Standard deviation and significance levels for test results were also provided whenever required.
Determining classifier pair(s)
In co-training, a pair of classifiers is required to enlarge the dataset iteratively as mentioned before. In order to determine the methods to be used in co-training classifiers, performances of 10 different classification methods (Naïve Bayes [17] ; voted perceptron [18, 19] ; sequential minimal optimization (SMO) [20] ; random forest [21] ; one rule [22] ; logistic regression (Logistic) [23] ; J48 [24] ; k-nearest neighbor; Bayes network (BayesNet) [25] , and AdaBoostM1 [18] where J48 algorithm is boosted) were examined individually prior to the co-training process.
We considered F1 and error rate (ER) measures to evaluate the classification performances of the candidate Table 4 gives the best performing 3 methods in sorted order both for ER and F1
measures. For example, when statistical features are utilized, SMO is the method that generates the highest average F1 value (No = 1, Average F1 = 0.712) and the best performing method in terms of ER is observed to be Logistic (Average ER = 0.306) method by generating the lowest average ER. The SD column in Table 4 gives the standard deviation values and the p(%) column shows the significance level of the performance difference (in percentages) between the best performing method and the method in the regarding row. In our experiments, p-values were calculated based on the area under the curves of performance measures. It was observed that for almost all the competing methods, p-values(%) were less than 5%, meaning that the best performing methods not only generate better average performance values but also outperform the others significantly. There exists a single exceptional/opposing case in the p(%) column where p(%) value of IBk10 row in ER measure is 20%.
Since the average ER value of IBk10 is relatively much higher than the best performing Logistic method, we decided to accept Logistic as the best performing method in the rest of our experiments.
Based on the results given in Table 4 , two classifier pairs J48-Logistic and SMO-SMO are decided to be used in further experiments. In co-training, linguistic features are to be used by the first and the statistical features are to be used by the second classifier of the regarding classifier pair. Table 5 presents the classification performances of the two predetermined (best) classifier pairs in terms of average (Average), minimum (Min), and maximum (Max) F1 values of 12 settings given in Table 3 Table 5 present the highest co-training results in the regarding column. For example, the highest Max F1 value (0.71) of the statistical classifier is observed when common-decision algorithm is used with SMO-SMO classifier pair. The results in Table 5 may be interpreted as follows:
Results
1. The classification results of the co-trained SMO-SMO and J48-Logistic pairs show that in almost all F1 types (Min, Max, and Average) and approaches, the SMO-SMO pair outperforms the J48-Logistic pair. 
